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AND NOW...

NO 1: THE LARCH
This man is no ordinary man.
This is Mr F. G. Superman.
To all appearances, he looks like any other law-abiding citizen.
But Mr F. G. Superman has a secret identity...

Hey, there's a bicycle broken! Up the road!

Hmh... this sounds like a job for...
WHEN TROUBLE STRIKES AT ANY TIME...
AT ANY PLACE... HE IS READY TO BECOME...
THE BICYCLE REPAIR MAN!!!
AND NOW...
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Windows
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Baby steps

- Application-centric
- Document-centric
- Not only the workspace
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Favourites

- Places
- Bookmarks
- Favourite applications
- ...

Activities | Contour — The bad
The thought police would get him just the same. He had committed – would have committed, even if he had never set pen to paper – the essential crime that contained all others in itself. Thoughtcrime, they called it.

– Eric A. Blair
User actions

://
Statistics

- Important documents
- Related documents
- No noise
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It is only semantics

- Contacts
- Webpages
- Anything with an URI
Focus on documents

- Document bar
- Document browser
- Application as a 2nd class citizen
- Share
- Like
- Connect
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Services

- Activity Manager (KAMD)
- Nepomuk
- Zeitgeist
Events

Types:
- Accessed
- Opened, Closed, Modified
- Got focus, lost focus
Events

Parameters:

- Application
- Window ID
- Event type
Using collected data

- Highest scored resources
- Related resources
- Access by time
Kudos and questions

Thank you for listening!

And kudos to:

- KDE, Nepomuk and Zeitgeist people for everything
- basysKom for its sponsorship of the Contour project
- Krita and Inkscape developers for the brilliant apps
- LaTeX and Beamer developers for the obvious reasons
- Monty Python for variable-names inspiration